Lancl~sapeVisibility
Lanakcape visibility is a fiznction of
many essential, interconnected
considerations,incl-g:
(I) context of viewm,
(2) duration of view,
(3) degree o f d b m i b l e detgil, '5

Purpose
perceived in the landscape.

Discussion
national forest landscapes have vdue as scenery.

A large number of viewem with high
for a long period of time, may substantially

Conversely, a small number of viewers with
landscape fleetingly, may substantially decresrse
8

Landscape visibility is a fimction of many essential, it
ation of view, (3)
including the following: (1) context of viewers, (2) du~
discernible detail, (4) seasonal variations, and (5) numl

8

The degree of discernible detail is determined relative 1
observer.
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Examples of landscape v&ibiityconsiderations are:

( 5 ) Number of viewers.

A small number of viewers
with low concern for scenery.
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Sometimes only a small number of people view certain landscapes, but these
people have high concern for scenic quality and high expectations of outstanding
scenic beauty. When associated with other related experience-opportunities such
as spiritual quests, introspection, and so on, these landscapes have even higher
scenic importance and value. The importance of these landscapes is even greater
if these other related experience-opportunitiesare available only occasionally.

Other natural resource values, such as wilderness, wildlife, or old-growth, may
create needs for natural-appearing landscapes and ultimately may raise the
importance of maintaining high levels of scenic quality and landscape settings.
These other natural resource values relate to viewer context.
Landscapes seen close-up are more visually sensitive than those seenI in muted
detail from greater distances.

When people view landscape surfaces
from angles of approximately 90 degrees, they generally subject those
landscapes to more visual scrutiny
than those viewed at relatively
flat angles.

When people see landscapes in the
foreground of, or adjacent to, focal
points, they subject that particular
landscape to more visual scrutiny.

When people view landscapes at
middleground distances, they often
view them more coherently and in
better context with their sumundings than they do foreground
I
landscapes.
Many middleground national forest
landscapes are evenly textured, and
human activities that dominate
natural form, line, or texture
will contrast strongly. This may
make some middleground landscapes
more sensitive to visual scrutiny
than some foreground landscapes.
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as clear &allows them to obanve
crisp detail.

Landscape viewing can be subdivided into distance zones for classification,
analysis, and simplification of inventory data.
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Obsmvcr
Distance:

immediate
Foreground
0' to 300'

1

I
Foreground

Miigruund

300' to 112 mile

112 mile to 4 miles

-

Distance zone categorization can
be strengthened by relating it to
perceivable landscape details that
people relate to universally, such as
leaf t e x m , tree limb patterns,
landform configuration, and so oa.

affect the sensitivity of landscape visWity e v M m &
ciduous forests will modify landscape
fog in some coastal locations will
rule, determine landscape visibility far

for short-term, dttdd
ate to ~(pasidcr
in
4,
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Elements of Landscape Visibility
Portions of W c a p e s vfsible
jivm travebqs and use urns are
important to comrUuent$for their
scenic quaI&, aathe#c vulum,
and loroclsccrpe menmen&.

Travelways and Use Areas

Landscape Visibility consists of three elements:
1 .) Travelways and Use Areas
2 .) Concern Levels
3.) Distance Zones

Existing travehvays and use areas are identified and classified in order to determine which
existing observer positions to use in the landscape visibility analysis. Inventory procedures
for landscape visibility, including concern levels, and distance zones, are discussed in detail
later in this chapter.

I
People utilize travehvays and use areas throughout the national forests. In
addition, they utilize mvelways and use areas located outside of national
forest boundaries that provide views into national forests.

Travelways represent linear
concentrations of public-viewing,
including freeways, highways,
roads,railroads, trails,commercial
flight paths, rivers, canals, and
other waterways.
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Use areas are spots that receive
concentrated public-viewing use. They
include national forest visitor centers,
vista points, trailheads, campgnwods.
picnic grounds, swim beaches,
marinas, resorts, ski areas, and other
recreation sites. Use areas also include
urban and suburban areas, towns and
villages, subdivisions, parks and golf
courses on private lands, or other
public lands within or adjacent to
national forests.
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Portions of landscapes visible from travelways and use areas are important to
constituents for their scenic quality, aesthetic values, and landscape merits.
Portions of landscapes seldom seen
from travelways and use areas are also
important to constituents for their
aesthetic and scenic values. They may be
of even greater importance as special
recmtion settings and as opportunities
for people seeking solitude.

-
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Concern Levels

Landscape are viewed to varying degrees from different locations and subse~uentlydiffer '
their importance. To assist scenic inventory and analysis, this importance can be ranked by
I
,
. .
concern levels.
I

Concern levels are a measure of the degree of public impomnce placed on landscapes
viewed from travelways and use areas. Divide concern levels into three categories: levels
1,2, and 3. At the inventory stage, the type of area and its level of use is an adequate
indicator of the level of interest that people are likely to have in the surrouklhg iandscape.
Base concern levels on past experience and existing planning data Supplement this data as
new constituent information becomes available.
The following matrix is a guide for determining concern levels. It can be tailored to fit local
conditions.

I

HIERARCHY OF CONCERN LEVELS
Interest in Scenery
Moderate
High

Low

Primary TravelwayAJse Area
High Use
Primary TravelwayAJse Area
Moderate Use
Primary TravelwayAJse Area
Low Use

Secondary TravelwayAJse A&
High Use

1

Secondary TravelwayAJse Area
Moderate Use

I

Secondary TravelwayAJse Area
Low Use

Primary Travelways and Use Areas

1

National andor regionally important locations largely associated with recreation and
1
\
tourism use. Examples include:

I

I

Primary roads, trails, areas used by motorists, hikers, bicyclists, and equestrians within
national forests, national parks, national recreation areas, wildernesses, wild and scenic
rivers, scenic highways, Forest Service scenic byways, and other special designation
I
I
f.
areas.
I
I

1

I

1:

All public transportation systems of national importance, including interstate highways,
-,
waterways, and railways.
I

I

Primary areas of fishing, swimming, boating, and other active or passive water
recreation.
Primary recreation areas (vista points, campgrounds, picnic grounds, beaches, visitor
centers, trail camps, and others).
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Secondary TrpVdways and Use Areas
Locally impoptant locatiom associated with dl
and tcmrh.

Distance Zones Plus
Seldom-Seen Areas
,* +
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mdscape Visibility and Scenic Classe:

Topography sometimes prevents portions of landscapes from being viewed at any
distance from the selected travelways or use areas. These landscapes, not visible
in the foreground, middleground, or background from any of the selected
travelways or use areas, are considered seldom-seen (ss) since we know they may
be seen, at a minimum, from aircraft and bv the occasional viewer wandering
through the forest.
Distance zones of travelways ana use areas are delineatea as pan or rm scenery
visibility mapping and analysis process described below.
The fvst step in broad-scale inventory mapping is to select and locate on a map the
travelways and y e areas, which will be used to identify landscape visibility.
These travelways and use areas may be on, traversing, or have potential views of
national forests and grasslands.

rOCesS

The second step is to determine the importance of scenery to viewers, and to
assign one of the three concern levels to all these travelways and use a r k .
Different portions of a single travelway or use area may have different concern
levels.

The third step is to map the visibility and distance zones of the selected travelways
and use areas. For broad-scale planning such as forest planning, use topography,
rather than vcgetaticm, to determine and delineate potentially visible areas in the
foreground (fg), middlegtound (mg), and background (bg)distance zones. All
areas not W e d as potentially visible from the selected travelways and use areas am mrpgrrdand identified as seldom-seen (ss) areas. See Figure 4- 1. Two
a%? different -for
debrmhbg visibility and digtance zones am described lat8r

-
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in this chnter.

Figule 4 - 1. Sample Distance ZonelConccrn Level Map Overlays
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.{&Mapping distance zones in a flat landscape suggests a slightly diffamct approach
- 2 4 because of the lack of topographic relief. For foregrounds, map a corridor
extending a minimum of 1,320 feet (114 mile) from each side of a travelway or
from the boundaries of a use area. The area beyond this foreground zone is
mapped as middleground for topographic features that protrude above the surrounding terrain. The rest of the middleground, which is essentially flat, is
normally mapped as middleground at one concern level lower than the travelway

The fourth step in broad-scale planning i&%ombine the information gathered so
far and, using the matrix in Table 4- 1below, produce a map that assigns a single
concern level and distance zone to all "seen" areas. Areas that have not been
identified as "seen" are labeled "seldom-seen" and are assigned a concern level
based on constituency analysis. Even though an area is "seldom-seen" and is not
easily accessible, there may be concern for its aesthetic and scenic values. See

Table 4 - 1. Distance ZondConcem Level Matrix.

For project-led planaing, identify seen areas in greater detail than in k#ea
planning by mspplns s a n areas h m n l r m ~ ~observer
us
positions dong existing
travelways and in ssc areas. Observer positions and seen areas may also be mappa&
f i proposed or planned travelways and use areas.

Also for projact&wl planning, use both topographic and vegetative scretning to
assess visibility; use the most sensitive situation, such as any "leaf-off' condition,
,
clear air paiod, nr season of high color contrast.
.&q.?

Thge arc hw ~nethodsof mapping visibility and the distance zones of seen a m
and of mappins suidom-saen areas: manual and compute&&.

K
.

You msy wfib gi map tha distance zones for each concern level on sqmm base
maps. Tbe
maps sbould be identical in scale to allow overlays to facilitate
consolidation of the infamation, application of the matrix, and the next steps in the
inventorypracesa

Manual Seen Arm Mapping
Utilize mrmul w#m area mappbg where comfiterized systems or usab1c:digital
terrain data arc not available. Manual methods can be cumbersome and h e consuming, @ lack the accuracy of computerized methods.
A caus~
map of stan anas and seldom-seen areas can be developad bp driving,
walldns, ar h t i n g the selected travelways and use areas with a topographic base
map or,pwfcrably, an orthophoto quadrangle. Similarly, seen a m a of separru~
viewpoints and occupancy sites can be mappad on-the-ground. Viewshed limits can
be estimated and delineated on the base map.
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Computer software developers and landscape architects have worked together to
develop computerized seen area mapping techniques. Software programs now
exist that accurately develop seen area maps based on topographic screening.
There may be a further proliferation of these programs in future yeais. Most
comprehensive GIs software packages i
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computerized seen a
cess, suitable dlgital
terrain data must be available. The relative degree of accuracy for seen area maps
produced by computer will be determined by the degree of detail in, and accuracy
'
3% of, the dlgltal terrain data. Some on-site vlsits to spot-check for accuracy are
+ 4 advisable.
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,or value, of discrete landscape
& n h c-stics
attractiveness and landscape visibil.
ity. Scenic c
b arc used
~ during forest planning to compare the value of
other rwomees, such as timber, wildlife, old isn>wth,'br
ckqh the mom important it is to maintain the
~dassasawasure~~ve

areas ha*

Classes are ScenicA
Visibility. As i l b u s m i in Chapter 1, Scenic Attracti
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positive
mmichauty evokes in humans. Sanic ~ttractiis
divided into tbrss cfrwws: A--distinctive, &typical or common,and CIndistinctive. .Ae discussed earlier in this chapter, L a d s q m Vibility use+ thq
.four&
*-fs
zoncs of
@g)*and 8~ld0m-

;mOaCtsbG*;and3-10

'* scenic chllses are de
acenic attractiveness with the distance zones and concern levels of laadscape
'visibility. (S# Table 4 - 2 and Figure 4 - 3.) Scenic classes are a product of the
inventory m
s that is used for analysis and planning purposes.
i As discussed earlier, scenic classes are used during thc forest plaming pmc&

to compare the value of scc~~ery
to other resource values. Genaally, Scenic
Classes 1and 2 have high public value, Classes 3
,andClasses 6 aad 7 have low value$+
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Table 4-2.

Scenic Class Matrix

. P i 4 - 3. l ) q h d Landscape Value Ico8'for the Scenery Inventory Map.

Existing scenic inbgdty is no4 used to determine scenic classes. Although existiag
scenic integrity does affect the c'prrent value of scenery,heavily altered landscapes
can be reclaimed through future management activities aad natural regeneration of
vegetation. Because of this, it is suggested that existing scenic integrity be included
in
,,A ;'8'
5~ vi - '
$+ _-+$-,&$/.<-,- g:. &' the icon when mapping m n i c classes during the inventory process.
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&' 3% using the information in tk scenery inventory icon a9 guidance, SaDic Integrity
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evei is are discussed and proposed for a1

forest planning process. The assignment of
theme (desired future condition) of each
Levels become Scenic Integrity
discussed in more
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